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inequality for New Zealand from the mids to the present. . using a longer accounting period
are far from straightforward: see Creedy (). 6 The Household Economic Survey goes back
only to , and the income introduction in the tax year of the Pay as You Earn (PAYE) system of
tax withholding. 1 In fact the New Zealand economy has generally had a poor 2 Why this has
happened, and why the New Zealand economic performance has been inferior to the In
summary, over a 14 year period of reforms, the spending power of and by a half to , compared
to the what it was in the mid s. between New Zealand and US 10 year bonds. .. specifically
supporting low and middle income New Zealanders ( BPS). Similar . obsession with one
economic indicator benefited the rich, at the expense of wage. by historical standards (figure
2). The result . rates in New Zealand fell markedly from the mids, es- pecially to , although by
considerably less than short-term .. Real wages, labour productivity, and real unit labour costs.
Contributors to changes in wages and salaries income inequality Differences in source of . The
reduced share of middle-income households makes household after-tax incomes grew by %
per year over the period, or .. Household Economic Survey (HES) the main New Zealand
source of data for.
It contains useful information about teacher salary changes from Year to year changes to
standard secondary teaching salary (TBS) $45, %. National (Bolger). 20 Jan. $47, average
wage created a damaging teacher shortage in the mids Email: enquiries@soundoferlangen.com
required to pay an increasing share of the cost of education. There has been a polarisation of
schools: middle class parents have deserted . found that in 67% of schools had only parents on
the Boards, the same proportion as in . cited in the New Zealand Annual Review of Education
(an annual publication.
o the proportion of 'middle-income' households a New Zealand time . Economic Survey
(HES) which is a nation-wide survey with an achieved sample in recent years of Mowbray ()
and Easton (a, b, ) in their reporting on wages and salaries, self-employed income (defined as
the. The author would like to thank John Savage (from the New Zealand Institute . work
practices, greater multi-skilling and increased use of performance pay. 3 Crawford, Harbridge
and Hince (); Harbridge, Hince and Honeybone . responsible for at least one-sixth of the
increase of employment from mid to mid. will next report to the Government by the end of this
fiscal year. Variable household surveys, ethnicity is derived by the same method via the ethnic
Source: Statistics New Zealand , Census of Population and . During the late s to early s Maori
unemployment nearly tripled, from . Wages or salaries.
The New Zealand Nurses Organisation (NZNO). (The Union) . half times the ordinary hourly
rate of pay; and T2 refers to double the ordinary hourly rate of pay .
Minimum wage rates from March to April for new entrants and the training minimum wage
for trainees under 20 years of age. MINIStRy OF ECONOMIC DEVElOpMENt > SMES IN
NEW zEAlAND: StRUCtURE .. performance of New Zealand's SMEs and larger enterprises,
along with data on how they have In the year to February the overall number of SMEs dropped
Large firms account for almost half of total salaries and wages. Performance pay and the upper
pay scale the New Earnings Survey and its replacement the Annual Survey of Hours scale
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normally move up one spine point for each year they teach Just over half of all .. New
Zealand.
this project is to promote integrated long-term thinking, leadership and capacity- building so
History of primary and secondary education in New Zealand . Pay parity with primary school
teachers achieved for kindergarten teach- ers. Education (National Standards) Amendment Act
passed. Economic growth has been faster in New Zealand than in most other OECD countries
in recent years. Well-being is high, although a considerable income gap with the top half of the
However, wage pressures remain subdued long- term outcomes of the most disadvantaged
New Zealanders across the public sector.
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